The supraglottic airway has a potential role in patients with difficult airways. There have been numerous reports of successful use of the supraglottic airway in patients in whom both tracheal intubation and facemask ventilation were difficult, and the device is now regarded as a 'rescue' device in cases of 'cannot intubate, cannot ventilate' scenario.
1 2 The supraglottic airway can also function as an aid to tracheal intubation, and studies have confirmed that this usage is highly effective in patients with difficult airways. 3 4 In addition, in adult patients with difficult airways, the supraglottic airways (without tracheal intubation) usually can provide clear airways during anaesthesia. In contrast, little is known about its efficacy in children with difficult airways. In this issue, Jagannathan and colleagues 5 report a retrospective analysis of the efficacy of sole of a supraglottic airway in children with difficult airways. Jagannathan and colleagues 5 searched for children who had been predicted to have difficult airways caused by anatomical deformities (such as Treacher-Collins syndrome, subglottic stenosis, and pharyngeal masses), and those with history of difficult tracheal intubation and difficult facemask ventilation. Among 77 272 children who underwent general anaesthesia during a 4-yr period, the authors identified 459 children (0.6%) with difficult airways. In 109 of the 459 children, a supraglottic airway was used as a primary airway during anaesthesia, and it provided clear airways in 105 of the 109 children. In the remaining four children, reinsertion of a supraglottic airway (two patients) and tracheal intubation (two patients) became necessary.
Indications and contraindications
So, can we regard the supraglottic airway as being able to reliably provide a clear airway in a child with difficult airway? The answer would be 'yes', as the study by Janannathan and colleagues 5 has shown a high success rate of its use. Can we then use a supraglottic airway in any child with difficult airway? The study by Janannathan and colleagues 5 does not provide a direct answer to this, but a supraglottic airway was used in only 109 of the 459 children with difficult airways. Although it is not clear how each anaesthetist judged to use a supraglottic airway or to intubate the trachea in each patient, it is apparent that such a high success rate was obtained by avoiding the use of a supraglottic airway when it was not indicated. As in the general population, the supraglottic airway is contraindicated in children at increased risk of pulmonary aspiration, in those with collapsible lower airways (such as in those with anterior mediastinal masses), and in those in whom intermittent positive pressure ventilation with high airway pressures is required (Table 1) .
6 7 The supraglottic airway should be regarded as relatively contraindicated in a child with a partially collapsible lower airway, such as in tracheomalacia.
When insertion of a supraglottic airway is predicted to be difficult, it would not be safe to induce anaesthesia and rely on its use, as there is no guarantee that the device can be inserted successfully. We should be aware that, even in patients with 'normal airways', insertion of a supraglottic airway may fail in up to 10% of cases, and the incidence of failure at the first attempt at insertion can be as high as 30%.
8 There are several situations in which both insertion of a supraglottic airway and tracheal intubation can be difficult: a limited mouth opening, restricted head and neck movement, and cricoid pressure. 9 If there is a risk of difficult insertion of a supraglottic airway, awake tracheal intubation should be chosen. Alternatively, it may be possible to insert a supraglottic airway before induction of anaesthesia and maintain spontaneous breathing during anaesthesia. Even when a supraglottic airway has successfully been inserted, airway complications occasionally occur during general anaesthesia. In adult patients, in 5 -6% of cases, airway complications may occur during the use of the device, requiring urgent treatment, such as replacement of the device or emergency tracheal intubation.
7 10 Four independent risk factors of failure have been identified: male gender, obesity, poor dentition, and rotation of a surgical table. 10 In addition, the incidence of airway complications is higher in children than in adults during the use of a supraglottic airway. If a clear airway is lost during the use of the supraglottic airway, it is necessary to find the cause of the failure, and judge quickly whether a clear airway can be regained by reinsertion of the supraglottic airway or by another method, such as tracheal intubation or percutaneous cricothyrodotomy. Because it is difficult to find the cause of the obstruction, and to rectify the problem quickly when access to the patient's airway is restricted [such as in children undergoing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)], the device should also be regarded as relatively contraindicated.
It has been shown that poor standard of care was a major contributing factor of serious airway complications during the use of a supraglottic airway.
11 It is well known that inexperienced people are less likely to place the supraglottic airway in the correct position, and a suboptimally positioned device is more likely to be associated with higher airway complications. 9 For example, if the device is not inserted deep enough, the device is likely to dislodge during anaesthesia, and if the tip of the device is impacting upon the glottis, there is a risk of laryngospasm. In patients with difficult airways, the position of the supraglottic airway may be more likely to be suboptimal. 10 12 In addition, insufficient depth of anaesthesia also allows gagging, vomiting, or laryngospasm, which may be evoked by surgical stimuli or by changing of the patient's position. Therefore, the supraglottic airway should be used only by experienced people who use the device routinely, know possible causes of airway complications associated with its use, and can rectify the problem swiftly. Because the supraglottic airway is frequently malpositioned even when adequate ventilation is initially obtained, it is advisable to confirm the correct position using a fibreoptic bronchoscope, in particular, when access to the patient's airway is restricted.
In conclusion, the study by Janannathan and colleagues 5 has shown that the supraglottic airway can be reliably used in children with difficult airways. It seems reasonable to conclude that, only with careful preoperative assessment of indications and contraindications of the supraglottic airway, an experienced anaesthetist can use a supraglottic airway in children with difficult airways.
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